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Let q"pu’1 be a power of a prime p, and let k
q
be an over"eld of GF(q).
Let m’0 be an integer, let J* be a subset of M1,2, mN, and let
E*
m,q
(>)">qm#+
j|J*
X
j
>qm~j where the X
j
are indeterminates. Let J? be the set of all
m!l where l is either 0 or a divisor of m di!erent from m. Let s („)"+04i4nsi„ i be
an irreducible polynomial of degree n’0 in „ with coe$cients s
i
in GF(q). Let
E**s+
m,q
(>) be the generalized sth iterate of E*
m,q
(>); i.e., E**s+
m,q
(>)"+04i4nsiE**i+m,q (>),
where E**i+
m,q
(>), is the ordinary ith iterate. We prove that if J?LJ*, m is square-free,
and GCD(m, n)"1"GCD (mnu, 2p), then Gal (E**s+
m,q
, k
q
(MX
j
: j3J*N)"G‚ (m, qn).
The proof is based on CT ("the Classi"cation Theorem of Finite Simple Groups) in
its incarnation as CPT ("the Classi"cation of Projectively Transitive Permu-
tation Groups, i.e., subgroups of GL acting transitively on nonzero vectors). ( 2000
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ITERATES OF VECTORIAL POLYNOMIALS 93algebraic closure of K. Also let E"E (>) be a monic separable vectorial
q-polynomial of q-degree m in > over K; i.e.,
E"E (>)">qm# m+
i/1
X
i
>qm~i with X
i
3K and X
m
O0, (1.1)
where the elements X
1
,2, Xm need not be algebraically independent over kq.
When we want to assume that, for a sequence of integers J*"(J*
1
,2,J*W*)
with 14J*
1
(2(J*W*4m, the elements XJ*1 ,2, XJ*W* are algebraically
independent over k
q
and K"k
q
(X
J
*
1
,2, XJ*W*) with Xi"0 for all
iNMJ*
1
,2,J*W*N, we may express this by saying that we are in the generic case
of type J*, and we may indicate it by writing E*
m,q
for E and K* for K. When
J* is the complete sequence JA"(1,2,m), we may say that we are in the very
generic case to mean that we are in the generic case of type JA, and we may
indicate this by writing EA
m,q
for E and KA for K. When J* is the singleton
JE"(m) we may say that we are in the binomial case to mean that we are in
the generic case of type JE, and we may indicate this by writing EE
m,q
for E and
KE for K. When J* is the pair Js"(m!1,m) with m’1 we may say that we
are in the trinomial case to mean that we are in the generic case of type Js, and
we may indicate this by writing Es
m,q
for E and Ks for K. Finally, when J* is
the sequence Jt"(m!l
1
,2,m!lW,m), where m"l0’l1’2’lW"1
are all the positive divisors of m, we may say that we are in the divisorial case
to mean that we are in the generic case of type Jt, and we may indicate this by
writing Et
m,q
for E and Kt for K; note that if m"1 then we are in the divisorial
case with ="0. As usual, for any other sequence of integers
J**"(J**
1
,2, J**W**) with 14J**1 (2(J**W**4m, we write J**LJ* or
J*MJ** to mean that the sequence J** is a subsequence of the sequence J*.
In particular, we always have J*LJA. Likewise, if JsLJ* then we must have
m’1. Moreover, if m is prime then Js"Jt. Similarly, if m"1 then
JE"Jt"JA.
In the general (" not necessarily generic) case, let < be the set of all roots
of E in ), and note that then< is an m-dimensional GF(q)-vector-subspace of
). Moreover, since GF(q) is assumed to be a sub"eld of k
q
and hence of K,
every K-automorphism of the splitting "eld K (<) of E over K induces
a GF(q)-linear transformation of <. Consequently Gal (E,K)(GL(<); i.e.,
the Galois group of E over K may be regarded as a subgroup of GL(<) (see
[Ab3]). We use ( to denote subgroup; some authors use 4. If we do not
assume GF(q)Lk
q
then we only get Gal (E,K)(!L(<), where !L(<) is the
group of all semilinear transformations of < (see [Ab6]). By "xing a basis of
< we may identify GL(<) with GL(m, q), and !L(<) with !L(m, q).
In [Ab2, Ab3] it was shown that in the trinomial case we have
Gal(Es
m,q
,Ks)"GL(m, q). (1.2)
94 ABHYANKAR AND SUNDARAMFor a somewhat simpler proof of (1.2) see [Ab4], and for applications of it see
[Ab5]. Using specialization, where we put X
i
"0 for iNJs, from (1.2) we
deduce that in the generic case of type J* we have
JsLJ*NGal (E*
m,q
,K*)"GL(m, q) (1.3)
and consequently in the divisorial case we have
Gal (Et
m,q
,Kt )"GL(m, q) (1.4)
and in the very generic case we have
Gal (EA
m,q
, KA)"GL(m, q), (1.5)
where for deriving these two consequences we have to take m’1, but for
m"1 they can be easily proved directly. Note that (1.5) was originally proved
by Moore in his 1896 paper [Mor]; moreover, a very simple proof of Moore’s
theorem (1.5) can be found in [AbS]. From (1.5) we deduce that in the
binomial case we have
Gal (EE
m,qn
, KE )"GL(1, qmn) provided GF(qmn)Lk
q
(1.6)
which is also obvious. Likewise, from (1.3) we deduce that in the generic case
of type J* we have
JsLJ*NGal(E*
m,qn
, K*)"GL(m, qn) provided GF(qn)Lk
q
. (1.7)
Now for the generic case of type J* we get
JtLJ*NGal (E*
m,qn
, K*)"GL(m, qn) provided GF(qn)Lk
q
, (1.8)
which we deduce from (1.6) or (1.7) depending on whether m"1 or m’1.
Without the provisos in (1.6) to (1.8), the Galois groups get bloated from
GL to !L. More precisely, for any divisor d of u let !Ld (m, q) be the unique
group with GL(m, q)¢!Ld (m, q)¢!L(m, q), where ¢ denotes normal sub-
group, such that !Ld (m, q)/GL(m, q)"Zd"the cyclic group of order d, and
for any positive integer l let d (k
q
,l) be the unique divisor of l such that
Gal (>ql!>, k
q
)"Zd(kq,l). Then by the results of [Ab6] we see that for the
generic polynomial of type J* we have
Gal (EE
m,qn
,KE )"!Ld(kq,mn) (1, qmn) (1.9)
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JsLJ*NGal (E*
m,qn
,K*)"!Ld(kq,n) (m, qn) (1.10)
and
JtLJ*NGal (E*
m,qn
, K*)"!Ld(kq,n) (m, qn). (1.11)
To mitigate this bloating we take recourse to generalized iteration as
de"ned below.
DEFINITION (1.12). For every nonnegative integer j we inductively de"ne
the jth iterate E*j+ of E by putting E*0+"E*0+(>)">,E*1+"E*1+ (>)"E (>),
and E*j+"E*j+ (>)"E(E*j~1+(>)) for all j’1. Next we de"ne the generalized
rth iterate E*r+ of E for any r"r („)"+
i
r
i
„i3)[„] with r
i
3) (and r
i
"0
for all except a "nite number of i), where „ is an indeterminate, by putting
E*r+"E*r+ (>)"+
i
E*i+(>). Note that, for the >-derivative E*r+
Y
(>) of E*r+ (>)
we clearly have
E*r+
Y
(>)"E*r+
Y
(0)"r(X
m
), (1.13)
and hence if r (X
m
)O0 then E*r+ is a separable vectorial q-polynomial over
) whose q-degree in > equals m times the „-degree of r. Also note that the
de"nition of E*r+ remains valid for any vectorial E without assuming it to be
monic or separable. Moreover, in such a general set-up, this makes the
additive group of all vectorial q-polynomials E"E (>) in > over ) into
a )[„]-premodule having all the properties of a module except the left
distributive law and the associativity of the multiplication; i.e., for all
r, r@3)[„] we have E*r‘r{+"E*r+#E*r{+, but and for all E,E@ over ) we need
not have (E#E@)*r+"E*r+#E@*r+, and in general E*rr{+ need not be equal to
(E*r+)*r{+. At any rate, E*j+ of the previous notation corresponds to E*Tj+ in the
present notation. Reverting to the "xed monic separable vectorial E exhibited
in (1.1), the said premodule structure makes ) into a GF(q) [„]-module when
for every r3GF(q) [„] and z3) we de"ne the &&product’’ of r and z to be
E*r+(z); we denote this GF(q)[„]-module by )
E
. Now let us "x
s"s („)3R"GF(q)[„] of „-degree n with s (X
m
)O0 (1.14)
and note that then E *s+ is a separable vectorial q-polynomial of q-degree mn in
> over K, and the coe$cient of its highest degree term equals the coe$cient
of the highest degree of s(„). Let < *s+ be the set of all roots of E*s+ in ), and
note that then < *s+ is an (mn)-dimensional GF(q)-vector-subspace of ). Let
GF(q, s)"R/sR, where sR is the ideal generated by s in R"GF(q)[„], and
let u :RPGF(q, s) be the canonical epimorphism. Now < *s+ is a submodule
96 ABHYANKAR AND SUNDARAMof )
E
and as such it is annihilated by sR and hence we may regard it as
a GF(q, s)-module; note that then, for every r3R and z3), the &&product’’ of
u(r) and z is given by u(r)z"E*r+(z)"+
i
E*i+(z), and for every
g3Gal(K(<*s+), K) we have g(u(r)z)"+g (r
i
)E*i+ (g(z))"(u (r))g (z). It follows
that, in a natural manner,
Gal (E*s+, K)(GL(<*s+), (1.15)
where GL(<*s+) is the group of all GF(q, s)-linear automorphisms of <*s+, by
which we mean all additive isomorphisms p :<*s+P<*s+ such that for all
g3GF(q, s) and z3<*s+ we have p (gz)"gp(z). Note that
s irreducible in RNGL(<*s+)+GL(m, qn) (1.16)
where +denotes isomorphism.
Note (1.17). The above de"nition is a paraphrase of Remark (3.30) of
[Ab7]. As corrections to that remark: (1) The last half of the fourth sentence
of that Remark, which reads &&except additivity 2 need not have
E*r‘r{+"E*r+#E*r{+’’ should be changed to the last half of the "fth sentence of
the above de"nition, which reads &&except the left 2 need not be equal to
(E*r+)*r{+.’’ (2) The last half of the sixth sentence of that remark, which now
reads &&makes ) into a )[„]-module 2 we denote it by )E’’ should be
changed to the last half of the seventh sentence of the above de"nition (1.12),
which reads &&makes ) into a GF(q)[„]-module 2 we denote this
GF(q)[„]-module by )
E
.’’ (3) In the 11th sentence of the same remark, the
phrase &&r3)[„]’’ should be replaced by the phrase &&r3 GF(q)[„].’’
In Note (3.37) of [Ab7] we asked if in the very generic case we have
Gal(EA*s+,KA)"GL(<*s+). In [AbS] we proved this when s"„n and in
Theorem (3.25) of [Ab7] we semilinearized that result. The aim of the present
paper is to prove it when s is irreducible under the assumptions that m is
a square-free (i.e., not divisible by the square of any prime) integer with
GCD(m,n)"1, and GCD(mnu, 2p)"1. Actually, as a slightly more general
result, we have the following:
MAIN THEOREM (1.18). Assume that s is irreducible in R, and JtLJ*. Also
assume that m is a square-free integer with GCD(m, n)"1, and
GCD(mnu, 2p)"1. „hen in the generic case of type J* we have
Gal (E**s+
m,q
, K*)"G‚(<*s+)+G‚(m,qn).
Now CPT ("the Classi"cation of Projectively Transitive Permutation
Groups, i.e., subgroups of GL acting transitively on nonzero vectors) is
a remarkable consequence of CT ("the Classi"cation Theorem of Finite
Simple Groups). The implication CTNCPT was mostly proved by Hering
ITERATES OF VECTORIAL POLYNOMIALS 97[He1,He2]; it is also discussed by Cameron [Cam], Kantor [Kan], and
Liebeck [Lie]. The proof of the Main Theorem, to be given in Section 2, will
make essential use of the following weaker version of CPT.
=eak CP„ (1.19). Let d be an odd positive integer, and let G(G‚(d, p)
be transitive on the nonzero vectors GF (p)dCM0N. Then there exist positive
integers b, c with bc"d and a group G
0
with S‚(b, pc)(G
0
(!‚ (b, pc) such
that G+G
0
.
The m"1 case of (1.18), without the hypothesis GCD(mnu, 2p)"1 but
assuming k
q
"GF(q), was proved by Carlitz [Car] in connection with his
explicit class "eld theory. In our proof of the Main Theorem we need the
following variation (1.20) of Carlitz’s result and, for the sake of completeness,
in Section 3 we shall give a self-contained proof of it including Hayes’ [Hay]
version of Carlitz’s result. Speci"cally, the m"1 case of (1.20) will be proved
in (3.1), and the GCD(m,n)"1 case of (1.20) will be proved in (3.2). Recall
that a univariate polynomial FI (>)"+N
i/0
FI
i
>i of positive degree N in > is
said to be Eisenstein relative to (RI ,MI ), where MI is a prime ideal in a ring RI , if
FI
N
3RI CMI , FI
i
3MI for 14i4N!1, and FI
0
3MI CMI 2.
CARLITZ IRREDUCIBILITY LEMMA (1.20). Assume that s is irreducible in R,
and JELJ*. ‚et s*(„) be a nonconstant irreducible factor of s(„) in k
q
[„], and
let M* be the ideal in R*"k
q
[X
J
*
1
,2,XJ*W*] generated by XJ*1,2,XJ*W*~1, s*(Xm).„hen, for m"1, in the generic case of type J* we have that M*"s*(X
m
)R* is
a maximal ideal in R*"k
q
[X
m
],>~1E**s+
1,q
(>) is Eisenstein relative to
(R*, M*),>~1E**s+
1,q
(>) is irreducible in K*[>], and Gal (E**s+
1,q
, K*)"
G‚(<*s+)+G‚(1, qn). Moreover, without assuming m"1, but assuming
GCD (m, n)"1, in the generic case of type J* we have that M* is a maximal
ideal in R*,>~1E**s+
m,q
(>) is Eisenstein relative to (R*, M*),>~1E**s+
m,q
(>) is
irreducible in K*[>], and Gal (E**s+
m,q
,K*) has an element of order qmn!1.
The following number-theoretic result was originally proved in
Zsigmondy’s 1892 paper [Zsi]; proofs can also be found in Birkho! and
Vandiver’s 1904 paper [BVa], Dickson’s 1905 paper [Dic], Artin’s 1955
paper [Art], and Feit’s 1988 paper [Fei].
ZSIGMONDY’S THEOREM (1.21). ‚et M’1 and N’1 be any integers.
Assume that (M,N)O(2, 6). Also assume that (M,N)O(2i!1, 2) for any
integer i’1, (recall that a prime number of the form 2i!1 is called a Mersenne
prime, and in that case i is automatically a prime). „hen MN!1 has a prime
divisor which does not divide MN{!1 for any positive integer N@(N.
In Section 4 we shall prove the following consequence of (1.21), needed in
the proof of the Main Theorem.
ORDER DIVISIBILITY LEMMA (1.22). ‚et b, c, l be any positive integers with
b odd such that bc"ml and DS‚ (b, pc)D divides DG‚ (m, pl)D. „hen b divides m.
98 ABHYANKAR AND SUNDARAMIn proving our Main Theorem, in addition to items (1.19), (1.20), and (1.22),
we shall also use the "rst part of the following well-known versatile lemma
initiated by Singer [Sin] (cf. pp. 34 and 105 of Dembowski [Dem], pp. 84}91
of Lidl and Niederreiter [LNi], and pp. 187}189 of Huppert [Hup]):
SINGER CYCLE LEMMA. (1.23) ‚et A3G‚(m, q) have order e"qm!1.
„hen det(A) has order e"q!1, and A acts transitively on the nonzero vectors
GF(q)mCM0N; i.e., it is an e-cycle in the symmetric group S
e
(and as such it is
called a Singer Cycle). Moreover, in G‚ (m, q) all subgroups generated by such
elements, i.e., all cyclic subgroups of order e, form a nonempty complete set of
conjugates.
For the convenience of the reader (which really means for our own bene"t),
in (5.12) of Section 5 we shall give a self-contained proof of the implication
ord(A)"eNord(det (A))"e, which is the only part of (1.23) we shall use in
the proof of our Main Theorem.
Some parts of the proof of our Main Theorem could have been deduced
from Drinfeld module theory (cf. the recent book [Gos] of David Goss).
However, to make our paper self-contained, we do not fall back on that
theory.
It is a great pleasure to thank Paul Eakin, Walter Feit, Pradipkumar
Keskar, Paul Loomis, Shashikant Mulay, Michael O’Nan, Avinash Sathaye,
and John Thompson for many stimulating conversations regarding the
material of this paper.
2. MAIN THEOREM
Assume that we are in the generic case of type J*.
For a moment
suppose that =*’0 and j(m where j"J*
1
;
(*)
also let X"X
j
and R*"k
q
[X
J
*
1
,2, XJ*W*].
By induction we shall show that for any positive integer l we have
(*)NG
E**Tl+
m,q
(>)">qml#+ ml
i/j
Dl,i>q
ml~i
where Dl,i3R* with Dl,j"+ l~1j/0 Xq
mj .
(2.1*)
This is obvious for l"1 because E**T+
m,q
(>)"E*
m,q
(>) and hence
E**T+
m,q
(>)">qm#+m
w/j
X
w
>qm~w
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w
"0 for wNJ*, and X
j
"X. So let l’1 and assume
true for l!1. Then
E**Tl~1+
m,q
(>)">qml~m#+ml~m
i/j
Dl~1,i>q
ml~m~i
where Dl~1,i3R* with Dl~1,j"+ l~2j/0Xq
mj
and substituting this for > in the above expression for E**T+
m,q
(>) we get
E**Tl+
m,q
(>)"A>qml~m#
ml~m
+
i/j
Dl~1,i>q
ml~m~iB
q
m
# m+
w/j
X
wA>qml~m#
ml~m
+
i/j
Dl~1,i>q
ml~m~iB
q
m~w
"A>qml#
ml~m
+
i/j
Dqml~1,i>q
ml~iB
#A
m
+
w/j
X
w
>qml~w# m+
w/j
ml~m
+
i/j
X
w
Dqm~wl~1,i>q
ml~i~wB
">qml# ml+
w/j
Dl,i>q
ml~i
where
Dl,i3R* with Dl,j"X#Dq
m
l~1,j"
l~1
+
j/0
Xqmj
which completes the induction. Now
s („ )" n+
l/0
sl„l where sl3GF(q) with snO0
and
E**s+
m,q
(>)" n+
l/0
slE**T
l+
m,q
100 ABHYANKAR AND SUNDARAMand hence by (2.1*) we see that
(*)NG
E**s+
m,q
(>)">qmn#+ mn
i/j
D
s,i
>qmn~i where
D
s,i
3R* with D
s,j
"s
n
+ n~1j/0 X
q
mj and 0Os
n
3GF(q).
(2.2*)
Continuing with supposition (*), also suppose that J
ELJ*. Let k be the
algebraic closure of k
q
in ). Then we can take elements (x
J
*
2
,2, xJ*W* ) in k such
that s (x
J
*
W*
)O0. Let F*s+"F *s+(>) be the polynomial obtained by specializing
E**s+
m,q
(>) at (X
J
*
2
,2, XJ*W*)"(xJ*2,2, xJ*W*). Clearly F*s+ (>) is a vectorial q-
polynomial of q-degree mn in > over k(X). Now the >-derivative of F*s+(>) is
s(x
J
*
W*
) which is a nonzero element of k, and hence F*s+ (>) is separable and its
>-discriminant is a nonzero element of k. Therefore F*s+ (>) gives an unrami-
"ed covering of the a$ne line over k, and hence Gal(F*s+, k(X)) is a quasi-p
group, i.e., it is generated by all of its p-Sylow subgroups (cf. [Ab1]). By (2.2*)
we see that the coe$cient of>qmn~j in F*s+(>) is a nonconstant polynomial in X.
Therefore the polynomial >~1F*s+(>) belongs to k[X][>]Ck[>]. Moreover,
as a polynomial in >, its highest degree coe$cient and its constant term are
both nonzero elements of k. Hence, by the Gauss lemma, the said polynomial
cannot factor completely into linear factors in > over k(X). Consequently
Gal(F*s+, k(X))OM1N, and hence p divides DGal (F*s+, k (X))D. Since by the above
specialization, Gal (F*s+, k(X)) can be identi"ed with a subgroup of
Gal (E**s+
m,q
,K* ), we see that p divides DGal(E**s+
m,q
,K*)D. Thus
JELJ* with JEOJ*Np divides DGal (E**s+
m,q
, K*)D. (2.3)
To prove the Main Theorem, henceforth in this section assume that s is
irreducible in R and JtLJ*; also assume that m is a square-free integer with
GCD(m,n)"1 and GCD(mnu, 2p)"1. By (1.15), (1.16) and (1.20) we see that
m"1NGal (E**s+
m,q
,K*)"GL(<*s+)+GL(m, qn) (2.4)
and therefore henceforth we may also assume that m’1. Again by (1.15) and
(1.16) we see that
Gal (E**s+
m,q
, K*)(GL(<*s+)+GL(m, qn). (2.5)
By (1.20) we know that >~1E**s+
m,q
(>) is irreducible in K*[>] and clearly
E**s+
m,q
(>) is a separable vectorial p-polynomial of p-degree mnu in > over K*,
and hence Gal (E**s+
m,q
, K*) is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(d, p), where
d"mnu, acting transitively on the nonzero vectors GF(p)dCM0N; therefore by
ITERATES OF VECTORIAL POLYNOMIALS 101(1.19) we see that there exist positive integers b, c with bc"d and a group
G
0
such that
SL(b, pc)(G
0
(!L(b, pc) and Gal (E**s+
m,q
, K*)+G
0
. (2.6)
By assumption GCD(d, 2p)"1, and hence p does not divide D!L(1, pd)D; but
by (2.3) we know that p divides DGal(E**s+
m,q
,K*)D; therefore by (2.6) we must
have bO1. By (2.5) and (2.6) we know that DS‚(b, pc)D divides DGL(m, pnu)D, and
hence in view of (1.22), by choosing l"nu, we see that b divides m. Thus
b’1 and b divides m. (2.7)
For a moment suppose that m is prime. Then by (2.7) we must have b"m.
Therefore by (2.5) and (2.6) we see that for some group GA
0
we have
SL(m, pnu)(G
0
+GA
0
(GL(m, pnu). (2.8@)
Using the fact that SL is generated by elements of p-power order of GL, from
(2.8@) we deduce (see footnotes 13 and 14 of [Ab6] characterizing the quasi-p
part of a "nite group) the fact that for the group GA
0
mentioned in (2.8@) we
have
SL(m, pnu)(GA
0
(GL(m, pnu) and G
0
+GA
0
. (2.9@)
In view of (2.6) and (2.8@), by (1.20) we can "nd A
0
3GA
0
with ord(A
0
)"
e"pmnu!1. Now by (1.23) we get ord(det(A
0
))"e"pnu!1 and hence the
image of A
0
under the determinant map of GL(m, pnu) onto GF(pnu)* gener-
ates all of GF(pnu)*, and hence the image of GA
0
under the said map coincides
with GF(pnu)*. Since the kernel of the said map is SL(m,pnu), which by (2.9@) is
contained in GA
0
, we must have GA
0
"GL(m, pnu), and hence by (2.5), (2.6), and
(2.8@) we get Gal (E**s+
m,q
,K*)"GL(<*s+)+GL(m, qn). Thus
m is primeNGal (E**s+
m,q
,K*)"GL(<*s+)+GL(m, qn). (2.10)
Finally, suppose that m’1 and m is not prime. Let m"m
1
m
2
mq , where
m
1
,m
2
,2,mq are distinct primes. For 14t4q, let qt"qm@mt, let Jt be the
subsequence of J* consisting of those i3J* which are divisible by m/m
t
, and
let F
t
"F
t
(>) and K
t
be the respective specializations of E*
m,q
(>) and
K* obtained by putting X
i
"0 for i not divisible by m/m
t
and relabelling the
remaining X
i
as X
imt@m
. Then F*s+
t
(>) is the corresponding specialization of
E**s+
m,q
(>) and, since GCD(m, n)"1, the polynomial s remains irreducible in
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t
) [„]. Clearly F
t
(>)"E**
mt,qt
(>) where the sequence J** is obtained
from the sequence J
t
by changing every i in J
t
to im
t
/m, and hence by (2.10) we
see that if GF(q
t
)Lk
q
then Gal(F*s+
t
, K
t
)+GL(m
t
, qn
t
). Therefore, by the basic
extension principle on page 93 of [Ab2] (which says that extending the
ground "eld reduces the Galois group to a subgroup), and by the fact that
F*s+
t
(>) is a specialization of E**s+
m,q
(>), we conclude that GL(m
t
, qn
t
) is isomor-
phic to a subgroup of Gal(E**s+
m,q
, K*). Consequently, since SL(m
t
, qn
t
)(
GL(m
t
, qn
t
), we see that SL(m
t
, qn
t
) is isomorphic to a subgroup of
Gal(E**s+
m,q
,K*). Therefore we can "nd a group H
t
such that
H
t
(Gal (E**s+
m,q
, K*) and H
t
+SL(m
t
, qn
t
). (2.11@@)
(Note that we numbered the above items as (2.8@) and (2.9@) to indicate that
there we are in the case of prime m; likewise we are numbering the current
items as (2.11@@) to (2.17@@) to indicate that they pertain to the case of nonprime
m’1.) By (2.6) and (2.11@@) we see that for some group H
0
we have
H
t
+SL(m
t
, qn
t
)+H
0
(G
0
(!‚ (b, pc). (2.12@@)
In particular, by (2.12@@) we get
SL(m
t
, qn
t
)+H
0
(!L(b, pc). (2.13@@)
Since m
t
’2, upon letting prime denote commutator subgroup, we get
SL(m
t
, qn
t
)@"SL(m
t
, qn
t
) (cf. Satz 6.10 on p. 181 of [Hup]). Next, since the
quotient of !L(b, pc) by GL(b, pc) is abelian, we have !L(b, pc )@(GL(b, pc).
Therefore by applying primes to (2.13@@) we get
SL(m
t
, qn
t
)+H
0
(!L(b, pc)@(GL(b, pc ). (2.14@@)
Consequently, DSL(m
t
, qn
t
)D divides DGL(b, pc)D, and hence by (1.22) we see that
m
t
divides b. (2.15@@)
Since (2.15@@) is true for 14t4q, and m is equal to the product of the distinct
primes m
t
, it follows that m divides b. Hence by (2.7) we must have b"m.
Therefore by (2.5) and (2.6) we see that for some group GA we have
SL(m, pnu)(G
0
+GA(GL(m, pnu). (2.16@@)
Using the fact that SL is generated by elements of p-power order of GL, from
(2.16@@) we deduce (see footnotes 13 and 14 of [Ab6]) the fact that for the
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SL(m, pnu)(GA(GL(m, pnu)andG
0
+GA . (2.17@@)
In view of (2.6) and (2.16@@), by (1.20) we can "nd A3GA with ord(A)"
e"pmnu!1. Now by (1.23) we get ord (det(A))"e"pnu!1 and hence the
image of A under the determinant map of GL(m, pnu) onto GF(pnu)* generates
all of GF(pnu)*, and hence the image of GA under the said map coincides with
GF(pnu)*. Since the kernel of the said map is SL(m,pnu) which by (2.17@@) is
contained in GA, we must have GA"GL(m, pnu), and hence by (2.5), (2.6), and
(2.16@@) we get Gal(E**s+
m,q
,K*)"GL(<*s+)+GL(m, qn). Thus
m’1 and m is not primeNGal (E**s+
m,q
, K*)"GL(<*s+)+GL(m, qn).
(2.18)
3. CARLITZ IRREDUCIBILITY
Assume that s is irreducible in R"GF(q)[„], and we are in the
generic case of type J* with JELJ*. Let s* („) be a nonconstant irreducible
factor of s(„) in k
q
[„], and let M* be the ideal in R*"k
q
[X
J
*
1
,2, XJ*W*]
generated by X
J
*
1
,2,XJ*W*~1, s*(Xm). Then obviously M* is a maximal ideal in
R*.
For a moment suppose that m"1 and, in addition to using the notation
of De"nition (1.12) with E(>)"E*
1,q
(>) and K"K*, let us put
RK "GF(q) [X
m
] and KK "GF(q) (X
m
), and note that then GF(q)Lk
q
and
hence RK LR*"k
q
[X
m
] and KK LK*"k
q
(X
m
). Recall that <*s+ is the set of
all roots of E*s+(>) in ). Now<*s+ is an n-dimensional vector space over GF(q)
and hence it is a 1-dimensional vector space over GF(qn)+R/sR; there-
fore<*s+ is a cyclic R-module and any nonzero element of it is a generator. Let
f be a generator of the cyclic R-module <*s+, let R
0
be the set of all
nonzero members of R of „-degree less than n, let RK *s+ be the integral closure
of RK in KK (<*s+), and let s
n
be the coe$cient of „n in s(„). Then 0Os
n
3GF(q)
and
s~1
n
s(X
m
)"s~1
n
E*s+
Y
(0)"(!1)qn~1 <
r|R0
u(r)f"(!1)qn~1 <
r|R0
E*r+(f).
Now f divides u(r)f in RK *s+ because > divides E*r+(>) in RK [>]. Since any
nonzero element of <*s+ can be chosen as an R-module generator, by
symmetry u(r)f divides f in RK *s+. Consequently u(r)f"a
r
f for some unit a
r
in
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0
, by the above product decomposition
we get
s(X
m
)"afqn~1
where a is also a unit in RK *s+. Let R**s+ be the integral closure of R* in K*. Then
RK *s+LR**s+, and hence f3R**s+ and a is a unit in R**s+. Since GF(q) is perfect
and s(X
m
) is irreducible in RK , it follows that
s (X
m
)"s* (X
m
) s**(X
m
)
where s** (X
m
)3R* is coprime with s* (X
m
), and hence upon letting v to be the
real discrete valuation of K* corresponding to the maximal ideal (now
a principal prime ideal) M*"s* (X
m
)R* in R* we have v(s( (X
m
))"0. Since
Gal (E*s+,K*)(GL(<*s+)+GL(1,qn)"a cyclic group of order qn!1, by
looking at extensions of v to K* (<*s+), in view of the above two equations for
s(X
m
) we see that Gal(E*s+,K*)"GL(<*s+)+GL(1, qn ), and v is totally rami"-
ed in K* (<*s+), i.e., it has only one extension w to K* (<*s+) and the rami"cation
exponent of w over v is [K* (<*s+) : K*]"qn!1. Since the >-degree of
>~1E*s+ (>) is qn!1, and since every subgroup of a "nite cyclic group is cyclic
with order dividing the order of the group, it follows that >~1E*s+ (>) is
irreducible in K*[>] and K* (<*s+)"K* (f) with E*s+(f)"0. Since the con-
stant term of >~1E*s+ (>) has v-value 1 and the leading coe$cient of
>~1E*s+ (>) has v-value 0, and since v has a unique extension to K*(f), it
follows that all the other coe$cients of >~1E*s+ (>) have positive v-values,
and >~1E*s+ (>) is Eisenstein relative to (R*,M*). Thus
m"1NG
>~1E**s+
1,q
(>) is Eisenstein relative to (R*, M*),
>~1E**s+
1,q
(>) is irreducible in K*[>], and
Gal (E**s+
1,q
, K*)"GL(<*s+)+GL(1, qn)
which is acyclic group of order qn!1.
(3.1)
Next, instead of letting m"1, assume that GCD(m, n)"1. Then the
polynomial s remains irreducible in the ring GF(qm)[„]. Also clearly EE
m,q
(>)
is the specialization of E*
m,q
(>) obtained by putting X
i
"0 for i(m, and
EE*s+
m,q
(>) is the corresponding specialization of E**s+
m,q
(>), and hence
Gal(EE*s+
m,q
, K*) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Gal(E**s+
m,q
, K*). By putting
X
m
"X
1
we get EE
m,q
(>)"EE
1,qm
(>) and hence we get EE*s+
m,q
(>)"EE*s+
1,qm
(>),
and therefore by (3.1) we see that >~1E**s+
m,q
(>) is Eisenstein relative to
(R*, M*),>~1E**s+
m,q
(>) is irreducible in K*[>], and Gal(E**s+
m,q
, K*) has an
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(m, n)"1NG
>~1E**s+
m,q
(>) is Eisenstein relative to (R*, M*),
>~1E**s+
m,q
(>) is irreducible in K*[>], and
Gal (E**s+
m,q
,K*) has an element of order qmn!1.
(3.2)
4. ORDER DIVISIBILITY
To deduce the Order Divisibility Lemma from Zsigmondy’s Theorem, let
b, c, d, l be any positive integers with b odd such that bc"d"ml and
DSL(b,pc)D divides DGL(m, pl)D. We want to show that then b divides m. If b"1
then we have nothing to show. So assume that b53. By the standard order
formulas we have
DSL(b, pc)D"pd(b~1)@2 <
0yjyb~2
(pd~jc!1)
and
DGL(m, pl)D"pd(m~1)@2 <
0yjym~1
(pd~jl!1).
Since by assumption the order of the SL divides the order of the GL, and
since the zeroth terms in the two products coincide, the "rst term of the
product in the SL formula must divide the GL formula after we delete from it
the said zeroth term. In other words
(pd~c!1) divides pd(m~1)@2 <
1yjym~1
(pd~jl!1). (4.1)
Again, since by assumption the order of the SL divides the order of the GL,
and since the terms in the two products are all nondivisible by p, comparing
the exponents of the p-parts we get d(b!1)/24d(m!1)/2 and hence b4m.
Since bc"d and b is odd with b53, we see that if d!c46 then (b, c)"(3,1)
or (3,2) or (3,3) or (5,1) or (7,1); since bc"ml and b4m, in each of these cases
b divides m. So assume that d!c’6. Then by Zsigmondy’s Theorem, we
can "nd a prime n such that
n divides pd~c!1 (4.2)
but
n does not divide pi!1 for any positive integer i(d!c. (4.3)
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n divides pd~jl!1 and 14j4m!1. (4.4)
By (4.3) and (4.4), we get d!jl5d!c and hence
c5jl. (4.5)
Now let us make a general observation about Zsigmondy primes, i.e., about
primes n which divide MN!1 but not MN{!1 for any positive integer
N@(N; here M and N are positive integers. Let N@@ be any positive integer
such that n divides MNA!1. Upon letting M denote the image of M under the
residue class epimorphism of the ring of integers onto GF(n) we get
MM N"1"MM N@@ and hence by order consideration we must have MM N*"1
where GCD(N,N@@)"N*; therefore by the characterizing property of Zsig-
mondy primes we get N*5N and this together with the fact that
GCD(N,N@@)"N* implies that N divides N@@. Applying this to our situation,
by (4.2) to (4.4) we conclude that d!c divides d!jl; consequently, by
subtracting the "rst number from the second, we see that d!c divides c!jl.
Remembering that d"bc, we conclude that c(b!1) divides c!jl; therefore
c divides c!jl. (4.6)
By (4.5) and (4.6) we get c"jl, and hence l divides c; since bc"ml, it follows
that b divides m.
5. SINGER CYCLES
Recall that the multiplicative group GF(qm )* of all nonzero elements of
GF(qm) is a cyclic group of order qm!1, and a generator of this group is
called a primitive element of GF(qm). Note that a primitive element of GF(qm)
is always a primitive element of GF(qm) over GF(q) (where we regard GF(q)
as a sub"eld of GF(qm )), but in general the converse in not true. Let GF(qm)**
be the set of all primitive elements of GF(qm ). Let P (m, q) be the set of monic
polynomials
f"f („)"a
0
#a
1
„#2#a
m~1
„m~1#„m
in an indeterminate „ with coe$cients a
0
, a
1
,2, am~1 in GF(q) and
f (0)"a
0
O0. Let P (m, q)* be the set of all f in P(m, q) such that f is irreducible
in R"GF (q) [„]. Let P(m, q)** be the set of all f in P (m, q)* such that
f (;)"0 for some ; in GF(qm )**; members of P (m, q)** are called primitive
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of GF(q) we have f (;qi)"f (;)qi for all i50 and hence if f (;)"0 then
f (;qi)"0 for all i50; since ;C;qi give distinct GF(q)-automorphisms of
GF(qm) for 04i4m!1, we see that
f3P (m, q)* and f (;)"0Nf („)"m~1<
i/0
(„!;qi) (5.1)
and hence (!1)m f (0)";e@e, where e"qm!1 and e"q!1, and therefore
f3P(m, q)**N(!1)mf (0)3GF(q)**Nord((!1)m f (0))"e, (5.2)
where ord denotes order in a group. To extend the idea of order to members
of P (m, q), given any f in P (m, q), let h :RPR/fR be the canonical epimor-
phism; then Dh (R)D"DGF(q)mD"qm"e#1 and, because f (0)O0, the e#1
elements h („i)04i4e of h (R) are all nonzero, and hence they cannot be
distinct. Consequently h(„ i)"h („j) for some 04i(j4e. Now upon let-
ting o"j!i we see that 14o4e and „i („o!1) is divisible by f („).
Again, since f (0)O0, it follows that „o!1 is divisible by f („). Thus:
for any f3P (m, q) there exists a positive integer o
such that „o!1 is divisible by f („ )
and by defining the order of f to be the smallest such o
and denoting it by ord ( f ) we have 14ord( f )4e.
(5.3)
Since all the roots of any f3P (m, q)* clearly have the same order and since
f has no multiple roots, we see that
f3P (m, q)* and f (;)"0Nord ( f )"ord (;) (5.4)
and hence in particular
f3P (m, q)**Nord( f )"e. (5.5)
Conversely, for a moment let f3P (m, q) be such that ord ( f )"e; then f („)
divides „e!1 which has no multiple roots, and hence f („ ) has no multiple
factors. Consequently, if fNP(m, q)* then f („)"g(„ )h („ ), where g(„) and
h(„ ) in R are coprime monic polynomials of positive degrees b and c with
b#c"m. Upon letting ord(g)"v and ord(h)"w, by (5.3) we see that g(„)
divides „v!1 with 14v4qb!1 and h („) divides „w!1 with
14w4qc!1. Since f („)"g(„ )h („ ) with coprime g („) and h(„), and
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divisible by f („); hence we get ord( f )4vw which is a contradiction because
vw4(qb!1)(qc!1)((qb‘c!1)"e"ord( f ); therefore f3P (m, q)* and
hence by (5.4) we conclude that f3P (m, q)**. Thus
f3P (m, q) and ord( f )"eNf3P (m, q)**. (5.6)
For any A3GL(m, q) let f
A
"f
A
(„) be the characteristic polynomial of A;
i.e.,
f
A
(„)"det („I!A),
where I is the m by m identity matrix. Note that then
f
A
(„)"aN
0
#aN
1
„#2#aN
m~1
„m~1#„m with aN
0
, aN
1
,2, aN m~1, in GF (q),
and by substituting „"0 in the above equation we get
det (A)"(!1)mf
A
(0) (5.7)
and hence, because det (A)O0, we get
f
A
3P (m, q). (5.8)
By the Cayley}Hamilton Theorem we have
f
A
(A)"0 (5.9)
where as usual f
A
(A)"aN
0
I#aN
1
A#2#aN
m~1
Am~1#Am. If ord( f
A
)"o
then „o!1"f
A
(„)g(„) with g(„)3R and, substituting „"A into this
equation, by (5.9) we get Ao"I, and hence ord(A) divides ord ( f
A
). Therefore
in view of (5.3) we see that
ord ( f
A
)/ord (A)"a positive integer
and
14ord(A)4ord( f
A
)4e.
(5.10)
By (5.6) and (5.10) we get
ord (A)"eNord( f
A
)"eNf
A
3P (m, q) (5.11)
and hence by (5.2) and (5.7) we see that
ord (A)"eNord(det (A))"e. (5.12)
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